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In 1668/69 in Delhi, a minor Mughal functionary by the name of Kamilkhani wrote a treatise 

on the ragas of Hindustan. The work was prepared for one of Aurangzeb ‘Alamgir’s favourite 

officers, Mir ‘Abdul Qadir Diyanat Khan, who spent much of his career as Mughal governor 

of Aurangabad and the Deccan. Kamilkhani’s reason for writing was this: 

When I engaged my friends in informal conversation, and they introduced the topic of 

ragas I...found myself utterly in the dark as to why the people of Hind have specified 

a time for every raga at which its performance is most pleasing; for example, the fact 

that Raga Bhairava should be sung in the morning.... I made searching inquiries of 

scholars, ustads and performers alike, but not one gave a satisfactory answer to this 

question.... Therefore, I...have spent much time conversing with the singers of raga, 

the players of instruments, and friends who are connoisseurs of this art; and I have 

also to a small degree myself learned the practices of singing, composing and 

instrumental playing. I have thought in depth about...the sciences of astrology and of 

mathematics; and in this respect the endeavours of previous authors on the sciences of 

music and astrology, as well as the pronouncements of some of the ascetics and 

devotees of God, were gifts to this inquirer. The result is this guide, which I have 

written to explain why the ragas must be sung at their specified times.1 

Kamilkhani was simply capturing the spirit of his age. The first two decades of the reign of 

‘Alamgir (1658–1707) saw an explosion of Persian-language treatises written by Mughal 

connoisseurs, aimed at getting to the bottom of the fascinating subject of the raga.2 The 

authors were obsessed with the relationship between the sonic properties of the raga as a 
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framework for composing melodies, and its extramusical powers, embodied in visual and 

poetical imagery, to awaken specific emotional states in the listener or to change the natural 

world, if sung at exactly the right time.3 

The 17th-century theorists were not merely determined to establish each raga’s 

“potent effect on the listener” when harnessed correctly—“that is to say, why it is that the 

gentle singing of the beautiful voice causes dusk to fall, or vengeful snakes to be tamed by 

melancholy harmonies, or deer to faint dead away from listening to heart-stealing melodies.”4 

They were also terrified of the consequences of getting it wrong. Qazi Hasan, writing in 

Daulatabad in 1664, took musicians of his day to task in the strongest terms for their 

inauspicious errors: 

When each [of the six principal ragas] is sung in the musical assembly, it must only 

ever be followed by its own relations, i.e. its own raginis. The treatises state that if a 

raga is...followed by the wife of another raga, the singer forces the two to commit 

adultery! However, today’s singers do not perform music as it is [set out] in the 

treatises. Every day they pay lip service to the music of the [great] musicians of the 

past.... But today’s singers don’t know the [proper] times of the ragas and raginis at 

all! [...For example,] Sarang is a ragini of Raga Megh, whose time is [specified] as 

night. But Sarang is now sung at sunset.... This is an error.... Many other ragas are 

now sung in a topsy-turvy fashion and their correct times are no longer known. 

Because of this, God’s blessings have fled [the perpetrators’] households.5 

These Mughal writers were clearly baffled by an apparent disconnect between what they 

heard and experienced when great musicians performed the ragas in musical assemblies, and 

the infinitely variable systems of six ragas and multiple raginis they saw in Ragamala 

paintings and read about in music theory and Ragamala poetry—in other words, between the 

sounded and visualized forms of the raga.6 
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What was it—what is it still—that has made the raga such a compelling object of 

contemplation, and at the same time so mysterious in the workings of its multifaceted power? 

For both powerful and elusive it undoubtedly is. The Ragamala—that perfectly proportioned 

garland of 36 ragas and raginis dressed as deities, joginis, nayakas and nayikas—has been 

suffused not just with supernatural but with sovereign power since its first flowering in the 

14th to 16th centuries.7 For reasons that will become clear below, from very early on, 

exquisite Ragamala paintings and poetry, and major works of musicology containing 

Ragamala chapters were used to consecrate the power of new potentates, large and small 

(figures 1–3)—from the Mughal emperors Akbar and ‘Alamgir to Shah ‘Alam II, from Asaf-

ud-Daula of Avadh to Sikander Jah of Hyderabad, from the Maratha general Raja Rao 

Rambha to the Bengali banker Jagat Seth, all the way down to the Empress of India, Queen 

Victoria, to whom Bengali musicologist S. M. Tagore sent a deluxe lithographic Ragamala 

on the occasion of her Golden Jubilee in 1887.8 

A hundred years after this rash of Mughal raga theory in ‘Alamgir’s reign, those 

Europeans who arrived in India to take over what had recently been Mughal territory found 

the intense and complex power of the raga similarly compelling—and equally baffling. What 

famous scholars and collectors like William Jones and Richard Johnson tried—and failed—to 

do was crack the code of correlations between (1) Ragamala paintings and poetical 

descriptions; (2) the raga as a purely sonic entity; (3) the time theory of the raga; and (4) each 

raga’s emotional power (see figure 12).9 And despite scholars having expended a great deal 

of energy on the question in the centuries since, the relationship between Ragamala paintings 

and their melodic inspiration remains unclear.10 

This is because there is no one-to-one correlation between brushstroke and glissando, 

pigment and note; between the sonic and iconic forms of the raga. From the beginning, 

Ragamala paintings were often framed with verses evoking the raga icons, but generally they 
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floated free from the music-theoretical tradition embodied in written treatises. For their part, 

the Sanskrit, Persian and vernacular music treatises of the early-modern period11 were 

overwhelmingly concerned with the sonic properties of ragas, and not their visual forms. 

Even when the writers did present iconic descriptions (dhyanas or surats) in Ragamala 

format, these were by and large never intended to be illustrated.12 Although the iconic and the 

sonic form of a particular raga are supposed to evoke the same affective response in the 

audience, with one theoretically supposed to call the other to mind in the moment of aesthetic 

enjoyment, Ragamala paintings and raga musicology have historically constituted separate 

material traditions.13 

A handful of early-modern music treatises exist, however, that deliberately 

incorporated and responded textually to painted illustrations of the ragas and raginis. Many of 

these rare illustrated music treatises are associated with the Deccan. They are interesting 

precisely because in operating as a whole package they enable us to analyse the mechanics of 

the relationship between musical sound; visual, poetic and mental image; and emotional, 

visceral and supernatural power.  

On studying these illustrated texts, it becomes apparent that sonic form and 

visual/poetic icon shared certain conceptions of power, on overt and esoteric levels. 

On the overt level, sound and image both had affective power (i.e. emotional and 

visceral power), embodied in:  

• the aesthetic notions of rasa and bhava, 

• techniques to exert that power specific to each medium, but which multiplied 

in efficacy when sound and image were wielded together, and  

• a theory of reception—what impact that power would have on an audience. 

On the esoteric level, sound’s affective power was understood to be rooted in 

supernatural powers harnessed through various sciences, particularly: 
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• astrology, 

• humoral medicine and  

• magical and tantric rituals involving sound, numbers and the drawing of 

diagrams. 

These were the sciences that were used throughout South Asia to underpin sovereign power, 

for it was believed that their correct use allowed kings to control their territories, subjects and 

even the natural world.14 Hence the enduring connection between ragas and kingship. 

To explore the conjunction of music, art and power in the early-modern raga, I will 

look more closely at one of these illustrated music treatises: Shaikh ‘Abdul Karim’s Javahir 

al-Musiqat-i Muhammadi (“Jewels/Essences of Music belonging to Muhammad”).15 This 

work was written in Persian for Muhammad ‘Adil Shah, ruler of Bijapur (r. 1627–56), but 

incorporates illustrations from a Dakhni music treatise composed c. 1570, probably for ‘Ali 

‘Adil Shah I (r. 1558–80) (figure 4). I will place this work in dialogue with the Chester 

Beatty Nujum al-‘Ulum (“Stars of Science”), written by ‘Ali ‘Adil Shah himself, whose 

paintings are used to date the Javahir’s illustrations, and will use the two texts to think 

through early-modern understandings of the ragas’ fundamental powers—emotional, visceral 

and supernatural—as musicological knowledge circulated between Bijapur and the Mughal 

Deccan. 

The Javahir is key in trying to unpick the possible impact of musical thought in ‘Adil 

Shahi Bijapur on later Mughal efforts to systematize Hindustani music in the 1660s–70s. It is 

important for several reasons,16 but here I will just consider its significance as the first 

treatise to make explicit the source of the ragas’ affective powers in astrology. According to 

this theory, each of the seven celestial bodies visible to the naked eye dictated the element 

that ruled the seven fundamental notes (svaras) of the Indian scale. Each raga’s two most 

emphasized notes (vadi and samvadi) determined whether that raga was dominated by fire, 
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water, air or earth—and thus, what effect it had on the emotional state of the listener, the 

health of the body politic, or the state of the natural world. This scientific explanation for the 

ragas’ powers was adopted in the Mughal North, and elaborated mathematically in Ahobala’s 

key 17th-century Sanskrit Sangitaparijata and in the major canonical Persian treatises of 

‘Alamgir’s reign.17 

The Javahir is a palimpsest of three treatises. The first is the Sangitaratnakara, a 

major 13th-century Sanskrit treatise written by Sharngadeva at the Yadava court in Devagiri 

(Daulatabad). Around 1570, in the reign of ‘Ali ‘Adil Shah I, a translation was made of this 

seminal text into the local Bijapuri vernacular, Dakhni. Unlike the original, the central raga 

chapter of this Dakhni work took the form of a newfangled and densely illustrated Ragamala, 

with paintings for every raga and ragini. Then, circa 1630, Shaikh ‘Abdul Karim split the 

Dakhni manuscript apart and reused its paintings in a more elaborate Persian translation 

dedicated to Muhammad ‘Adil Shah.18 

The Javahir is particularly important to Indian music history because of its systematic 

integration of Islamicate scientific ideas about the power of sound and its effects in human 

affairs into a work of Indic musicology. ‘Abdul Karim freely mixed Hindu and Muslim 

theories of supernatural power that pertained both to music and to courtly ideologies of rule. 

Notably, his Persian reframing of the earlier Dakhni raga images overtly retains Indic links 

with esoteric and especially astral power, but reinterprets them in Islamicate terms. Critically 

important is his attribution of the origins of the svaras both to the dance of Mahadev 

(discussed later) and to the sound of Allah’s voice in creating first the seven celestial bodies 

and then the seven svaras by reciting the words “kun faya kun” (Be and it is).19 

‘Abdul Karim’s explanation of the ragas’ powers derives from the Pythagorean 

concept of the music of the spheres, which he draws upon to explain powerful links between 

celestial bodies and the svaras, and the 12 houses of the zodiac and the 12 positions svaras 
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can take on the strings of a musical instrument (Table A).20 Arabic and Persian writers 

inherited much of their music theory directly from Greek mathematical sciences. Pythagoras’ 

theory of the music of the spheres, expanded by Plato, states that the same mathematical 

proportions audible as musical harmony—seven principal notes of the scale, 12 acoustical 

positions for those notes in the octave—underpinned the inaudible but equally harmonious 

movement of the seven celestial bodies through the 12 houses of the zodiac, thus tethering 

music’s power to astrology.21 It is not incidental that the 15th-century Iranian intellectual 

Jalaluddin Dawwani inserted the Pythagorean method of tuning the seven notes into his 

seminal thesis on the ethics of kingship, the Akhlaq-i Jalali, as mathematical proof of the 

superiority of the virtue of ‘adalat (justice).22 This work was used across early-modern India 

for the training of administrators,23 and by the mid-16th century Pythagorean tuning had also 

become naturalized in Indian music theory in Sanskrit and Persian.24 

Table A: The connection between celestial bodies and musical notes 
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 This astrological connection between svaras and celestial bodies underpins ‘Abdul 

Karim’s systematic incorporation of the Indian ragas into the Greco-Islamicate system of 

humoral medicine, Unani tibb.25 He attributes the essential emotional flavour—in Sanskrit 

terms the rasa—of every raga to the dominance of one of the four elements of Islamicate 

natural sciences: fire, earth, air and water.26 He furthermore describes the effect of each of the 

four kinds of raga in terms borrowed from Sufi teaching and akhlaq (ethical) literature: fiery 

ragas ignite passionate love (‘ishq) in the listener’s heart; earthy ragas enlighten the listener 

with the mystical knowledge of their true selves(‘irfan); airy ragas overwhelm the listener 

with longing for the absent beloved (firaq); and watery ragas annihilate the listener in union 

with the great Existence (visal).27  

How did ‘Abdul Karim relate this scheme to the Ragamala illustrations he was 

responding to? The iconography of Ragamala paintings is supposed to intensify and enrich 

the sonic forms’ affective associations through visual and imaginative means. In 1570, the 

classic iconography that we recognize today was clearly not yet settled.28 In the Javahir, 

Ragini Dhanashri, for instance, is not depicted in her now customary form: a woman gazing 

with longing at a portrait of her absent beloved (figure 1). But the mood of absence (viraha) 

is nonetheless sustained pictorially by Dhanashri’s loose dishevelled hair, her chin resting 

disconsolately on her hand as she sits on a bed waiting for her lover’s return (figure 5). And 

‘Abdul Karim makes her essential affective power explicit in the Persian text: Dhanashri is 

an airy ragini, and thus listening to her overwhelms the listener with longing (firaq).29   

But to understand his theory on a deeper cultural level, it is critical to embed it in 

earlier, Shaivite and tantric understandings of the power of sound and how it might be 

exerted in the service of the sultans of Bijapur. Although the 17th-century explanatory frame 

of the Ragamala merges Indic raga and Persianate humoral theories, the illustrations are from 

the 16th century and are formally closely related to the esoteric icons of the Nujum al-‘Ulum, 
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written in 1570 by Sultan ‘Ali ‘Adil Shah I.30 

The dating of the Dakhni portions of the Javahir is based on the close similarity of its 

paintings to those of the Nujum, a major work of astral magic with around 400 spectacular 

illustrations that “depict a dazzling variety of angels, anthropomorphized planets, zodiac 

signs and degrees, talismans, magical spells, astrological tables and horoscopes, tantric 

goddesses, horses, elephants, and weapons.” The Nujum was supposed to include a whole 

chapter on Indian music, now lost or never completed. However it does have images of a 

series of musical instruments discussed as ritual objects in the chapter on chakrams (figures 6 

and 7), astrological diagrams “drawn to determine the effect of the heavens on a particular 

ritually important object or...specific action.”31 

The Nujum’s painting of the damaruk chakram (figure 7) is key to our discussion, 

with its seven concentric circles (seven for the celestial bodies, perhaps; and the circles also 

signifying waves of sound?) radiating out from the innermost circle that represents the drum-

head of the ritually powerful drum, the damaru.32 The damaru is a double-headed hourglass-

shaped drum, played by shaking it to allow two weighted pellets on the ends of cords to strike 

the drum-heads (as seen in figure 6). It has been used across South Asia in many different 

ritual contexts for centuries, and is particularly associated with Lord Shiva in his incarnation 

as Nataraja. The Javahir, as do many other Indo-Persian musical writings, explicitly 

attributes the creation of the svaras to the beautiful singing voice, instrumental playing, and 

dancing of Mahadev (Shiva) in the cosmic dance of creation.33 The damaru also has tantric 

significance, especially in Tibetan Buddhism.34 Some of the drum’s tantric associations are at 

work in the Nujum’s description of the tantric goddess Mayur-Vahani of the 62nd chakram: 

The form of the aforementioned earth spirit (ruhani-yi zamin) is this. She is feminine, 

has four arms, and rides a peacock. In her two right hands she holds weapons, the 

sword and the trishul (Shaivite trident). As for her two left hands, in one she holds the 
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damaru and in the other a bowl constructed from a gourd. She is as resplendent as the 

sun, and an instrumentalist plays before her.35 

 The damaru itself is the 15th chakram. The damaruk chakram appears halfway 

through a series of chakrams for musical instruments, nearly all of which belong to the 

naubat ensemble, the West Asian military band (with nine types of instruments) that was 

imbued with sovereign power throughout the Indian Ocean. The kettledrum in particular was 

an element of Indian sovereign regalia; a symbol of royal authority, it could only be played 

on the orders of the monarch (or bestowed by him on a subordinate as a sign of blessing), and 

was considered to contain intense supernatural power associated with sovereignty.36 It is no 

surprise to find the instruments of the naubat ensemble amongst the chakrams. But the 

damaru, though its primary use here was in war in the service of the king, was not part of the 

naubat ensemble. Instead, its use was magical. 

According to the text,37 the damaru was wielded by ash-covered mendicants who had 

lost or renounced caste. In times of war, their role was to pay attention to the army of the 

enemy, scatter ashes on the battlefield, call upon jinns, spirits, and the celestial bodies 

(navagraha), and to play the damaru at the exact time determined by the lunar mansion 

(nakshatra) of the day of battle. If played in accordance with the day’s nakshatra, the damaru 

would render the enemy powerless. Certain astrologer communities (joshis) were also called 

upon to play the damaru throughout the battle. The drum-heads were made of goat or sheep 

skin, and the two pellets tied around the waist of the instrument were carved with engravings 

of the planets. In order for the drum’s magic to work, the performer had to take a pair of 

compasses and draw a circle with the same circumference as the drum-head, and write the 

enemy’s name in the centre. Around the outer edge, he would write esoteric letters of fire. 

Then he would draw seven concentric circles around the inner circle and in each circle write 

invocations to the tantric goddesses. On the day of battle, he would strike up the damaru 
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while naming the enemy and reciting this mantra: “Oh my lord enemy, you wish to destroy 

me. From where I stand, here on the battlefield, I tell you: Go! Go! Stay fixed in place like a 

statue.” For as long as the performer played the damaru and recited, the army would be 

protected, the enemy soldiers would be scattered and victory would be assured. It was very 

important, however, that this ritual be performed in proper alignment with the nakshatras. If 

the configuration of the stars in the nakshatra of the damaru was unlucky, but that associated 

with the player was auspicious, then victory would still be guaranteed. However, if the stars 

associated with the player were inauspicious, even if those associated with the damaru were 

good, defeat was certain. 

It is interesting to rethink the raga images from the Javahir in the context of the 

Nujum’s explicit ritual representation in the damaruk chakram of diagrams/icons associated 

with musical sound, ritual incantation, and the outcaste or low-caste musician-astrologer, 

accompanied by the sung and danced performance of those diagrams through the playing of 

the drum and the incantation of magical formulae, all of which had to be done at exactly the 

right time according to precise astrological calculations that were embodied in the ritual 

objects of instrument, player and diagram/icon, in order for the diagram/icon and the 

performance to be effective, and victory in battle thereby assured.  

Take three raga-ragini images from the Javahir, for instance. The first is Raga 

Malkauns (figure 8), who in the Javahir is classified as a night-time raga dominated by fire 

and evoking the heroic (vira) rasa. He is painted as a king victorious in battle, untouched and 

untired, surrounded by the severed limbs of his enemies.38 The others are wives of Malkauns: 

Gond-kri and Asavari (figures 9 and 10). Gond-kri is a dark-skinned Gond woman wearing a 

skirt of peacock feathers, standing on a rocky outcrop and wielding a bow and arrows. 

Asavari is a jogini or tantric goddess,39 floating crosslegged holding a gourd bowl and 

sceptre, with which she is controlling enormous snakes. Both raginis are depicted against a 
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bright red ground. What is absolutely striking, in viewing these raga images alongside the 

damaruk chakram, is a visceral sense of these paintings’ tantric power. 

In the Javahir, ‘Abdul Karim recruited the ragas, with their rich aesthetic, emotional 

and otherworldly powers, to the service of Sufi devotion, and appropriated them as medicinal 

and supernatural formulae. He thus gave impeccable grounds for a Muslim ruler like 

Muhammad ‘Adil Shah to use the awesome power of the ragas to regulate and maintain order 

in the body politic.40 It is critical to note that the sheer, raw power of musical sound in its 

Indic ritual context was retained in the Persian reframing, but repurposed for an Islamicate 

audience in terms they would understand. Further north, the humoral explanation of the 

ragas’ potency became fundamental to the great music treatises written at ‘Alamgir’s court 

from the 1660s. It is not a coincidence, I think, that the first full-scale Indian music treatise 

written in Persian for a Mughal emperor—and the only one illustrated in its time with 

Ragamala paintings—was written in the Deccan for ‘Alamgir by our anxious Qazi Hasan 

who lamented the errors made by musicians of his time. It was in the musicological works of 

‘Alamgir’s reign that the mechanics of the relationship of stars to humours to svaras to ragas 

to listeners was specified in precise technical detail, and rendered canonical for future 

generations of Hindustani aficionados (rasikas). 

But that is a story for another day. Instead, I want to return to the question of how the 

sonic and iconic avatars of the raga connect. It is clear that what links them is rasa and bhava, 

emotional essences evoked through the different technical means of painting, poetry and 

music, but felt similarly, and more intensely, when experienced together. But why have we 

lost the ability to make sense of their relationship?  

My suggestion is that the conceptions of power that constituted the shared ground 

between musical and painted forms of the raga have changed beyond recognition. The source 

of the ragas’ power in astrology, humoral medicine and ritual magic was first clearly 
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articulated in 16th-century Bijapur and then picked up by the Mughal theorists of ‘Alamgir’s 

day. But as the 18th century wore on, this knowledge became attenuated and was displaced 

by subtly different understandings of power. The idea that both painted and musical forms 

present a specific mood to be experienced as an emotion or tasted as a rasa was retained, even 

until today. In other words, the understanding that ragas are channels of affective power 

remains. But explicit knowledge that these channels derived their potency from harnessing 

specific systems of supernatural power has gone.  

In the case of visual art, as the centre of cultural power and patronage shifted 

decisively to the Mughal heartlands, the supernatural power tangible in earlier Deccani and 

Rajput Ragamala paintings began to be displaced by class power. As later connoisseurs 

placed their emphasis on refined sensibilities, the earlier tantric iconicity of the ragas was 

diluted by new notions of taste, luxury and beauty, and eventually dissipated (figures 11 and 

12). In the case of music, associations with supernatural power were partially retained but 

weakened into a form of superstition, as detailed technical knowledge of its connections with 

the medical and esoteric sciences was forgotten. Raga Malkauns may still raise the jinns and 

Raga Dipak cause fires to break out—but no one now remembers the Dipak that was 

incorporated into Unani medicine as a raga whose dominant element was fire, and whose hot 

and dry svaras were used to rebalance the temperament of phlegmatic listeners. 

It was this 18th-century attenuation of the scientific underpinning of the ragas’ 

powers that widened the gulf, already observable in Kamilkhani’s time, between sonic and 

iconic forms of the ragas and rendered their erstwhile connections unreadable in the modern 

era, perhaps irreparably. It is only when we encounter older images, like those of the Javahir 

al-Musiqat-i Muhammadi, and use the texts and contexts in which they flourished to decode 

their strange and rich meanings, that we are able, in some measure, to rediscover the raga as 

it once was: a fully-rounded living being with power to change the listening world. 
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